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Who sings opera? 
 
Opera singers are professional singers who have realized, this is what I'm supposed to do. Opera singers 
come in all colors, shapes and sizes, from every state in the US, from Korea, Japan, China, England, 
France, Russia, Germany, Canada, Africa, South America, from every part of the globe, as well as from 
Italy. They are full-voiced, fully-disciplined musicians who can: sing in foreign languages, memorize long 
passages of difficult and demanding music, act and move about the stage in character while singing.  
They have the physical strength to perform intensively for hours at a time while wearing hot, heavy, 
costumes. They travel the world to develop their careers while taking excellent care of their health. They 
spend much of their time in practice and rehearsal, and they continue to take voice lessons and lessons 
for languages, acting, and stage movement. They maintain the confidence necessary to perform in front of 
thousands of people. 
 
Opera composers usually write operas in their own languages. In some countries, operas are translated 
into the local language, but in the United States, where some opera singers are hired from Italy, France, 
Korea, Spain, China, etc., opera is usually performed in its original language. In addition, since the music 
was composed to fit the original text, changing that text changes the performance of the opera. Today 
most opera houses use a computerized slide machine to project a translation above the stage as the 
opera is being performed. Opera videos almost always provide subtitles in English. Opera-goers can also 
purchase a libretto (lee-BREH-toh), a small book that has the complete text of the opera in the original 
language with the English translation written beside it. 
 
Opera Voices 
 
Operatic roles are composed with very specific voices in mind. Often the female lead is a soprano; the 
male lead is a tenor, the villain is a baritone or bass. Older women and men characters are usually 
assigned to lower voices. There are some exceptions to this, but the idea is to have a variety of voices to 
make the music more interesting, and to give the composer opportunities to write for musical ensembles 
combinations of voices singing at once. Most trained voices fit into the categories below, but there are 
always people whose voices do not fit exactly into any one category, or perhaps they fit more than one!  
Most singers study long and hard to learn specific roles and characters that best fit the qualities of their 
voices. 
 
Soprano:  the highest female voice; There are various kinds of soprano voices, depending on the range, 
weight, and tone quality of the voice. The highest, lightest soprano voice is called coloratura.  Coloratura 
voices usually are very flexible and the singer can perform quick, rapid notes easily. The most common 
type of soprano is called lyric. 
 
Mezzo-Soprano:  middle range female voice; A heavier, richer soprano voice with a lower range is called 
mezzo-soprano. Mezzo (met-so) means medium in Italian. 
 
Contralto:  lowest female voice; This voice is rarer than either soprano voice. Contraltos have a heavy, 
rich sound with the ability to sing notes much lower than sopranos. 
 
Tenor:  highest male voice; Like soprano, there are a wide range of options for the tenor voice, including 
dramatic (heavy), lyric (sweeter), and even something called a countertenor. The countertenor voice is so 
high that it sings music in the contralto or soprano range. 
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Baritone:  medium range male voice; Baritones sing notes in middle range, although some baritones tend 
more toward high range (sometimes referred to as "tenortones") and some sing a wide range of notes and 
are known as bass-baritones. The majority of male singers fall into baritone range. 
 
Bass:  lowest male voice;  Bass voices, like contraltos, are rather rare, and there are fewer roles for them 
to sing in opera. 


